Class A Uniform (numbers can be used to search for item on adventsource.org)
This is the full dress uniform which includes:
Khaki shirt (Boys #003522, Men #3531, Jr. Girls #003230, Ladies #003503)
Black dress pants (NO jeans, BDU’s, fatiques, cargo or baggy pockets)
Black shoes (Completely black, no other colors)
Sash (#003736)
Neckerchief (#003754) and slide (#002195)
Belt (#008585)
Patches (Pathfinder World (#003003) and Triangle Patch (#002999))
Tie (optional for Pathfinder staff, not required for Pathfinders)
Pathfinders and staff must have black dress pants and black shoes for their uniform. You may purchase these from any
store that carries these items and should be bought on your own. Please keep in mind the things listed above that
cannot be used as pants when purchasing them. The shoes must not have any white on them. Sandals, high heels,
clogs, or platform shoes are not appropriate. Pathfinders will need to be able to march in their shoes without tripping,
twisting their ankles or falling off of their feet. To complete the uniform, the shirt, sash, scarf and slide, belt, and
patches (Pathfinder World & Triangle Patch) will all need to be ordered through AdventSource on your own. There is a
link on the left side of our clubs website under "Links", that will take you to where you will be able to order these items.

Class B Uniform
Our club does not typically use this uniform, but this is the Pathfinder
uniform (black pants, belt and Khaki shirt) without the scarf and slide,
sash, and tie. The collar is left open.

Field Uniform
This is the uniform that is to be worn to all the Pathfinder weekly meetings and to any Pathfinder function that
does not require the Class A uniform or unless otherwise instructed.
This is a shirt that has the club name and insignia on it and is worn by the entire club with a pair of pants or
appropriate shorts. Jeans are acceptable. The entire club should have the look of
uniformity. Wind breakers, sweatshirts, or jackets can be included as options in the
Field Uniform.

